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                                          Notes from the Editor 
                                                        2006-2007 
      Reflecting Caring Attitudes Through Action serves as a creative outlet and 
as a source of inspiration and reflection for  all students, faculty, and staff 
at Indiana University School of Medicine. Since 2003, the Relationship-
Centered Care Initiative has been crucial in fostering a positive wave of 
change in relationships within the culture of IUSM.  Like a ripple in a pond, 
the positive attitudes, behaviors, and thoughtfulness modeled by anyone in the 
medical community have an impact on everyone -students, residents, faculty, staff, 
and patients. Reflecting and sharing moments of meaningful relationships 
and positive interactions creates a moving and powerful ripple which 
resonates within everyone it touches. This book is a compilation of  
photographs, poetry and narratives received from students, faculty and 
staff which reflect or represent experiences that have positively impacted 
their careers/lives, altered their view of the healthcare system, reaf-
firmed the desire to dedicate their lives to teaching/serving others, or 
positively changed their expectations. I wish to express my appreciation 
to Carla Ralston, class of 2008 for her work as editor on the 2005-2006 
Reflections booklet and to all those whose creative pieces from the 2005-
2006 book are included in this compilation, along with new contribu-
tions. As you read this booklet, may you be inspired to serve with a    
caring attitude.  
 
          Every calling is great when greatly pursued. –Oliver Wendell Holmes 
 
                                                           Lindsey Rose Hickman, Class of 2008  
                                                           RCCI-MSC Liaison  
 
            For information about the Student Engagement Team: 

        Contact:Lindsey Hickman, MS III, RCCI –MSC Liaison 
        Email: lirhickm@iupui.edu 
        SET meetings are on the second Wednesday of each month. 
        Noon - 12:50 PM,  Ruth Lilly Medical Library, Room 303.  
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                               Foreword 
 

     In January 2003, IUSM began a journey of self-discovery known as 
the Relationship-Centered Care Initiative (RCCI).  This publication is 
an outgrowth of that initiative.  The focus of RCCI is on fostering rela-
tionships in all aspects of the medical school.  A fundamental assumption 
of the RCCI  is that healing relationships are at the core of effective   
humane medical care. Consequently, congruence between the school’s 
formal curriculum and its social environment, also known as the “hidden 
curriculum”, are profoundly important. Medical educators have long 
known that it is the hidden or informal curriculum, what we DO, not 
what we say, that exerts the most influence on the values and identities 
of future physicians.  
     The formal curriculum at IUSM is based on nine competencies with   
explicit knowledge and performance criteria articulated for each. But 
what do our students have to teach us about what they see and experi-
ence, about the learning that is independent of any syllabus or rhetoric 
to which they are exposed?  As part of the RCCI, students, residents, 
and faculty were given the opportunity to share stories, poems, and 
other expressions of self that bring out the best of who we are at 
IUSM.  These creative works reveal deep reservoirs of caring about  
patients and colleagues and a passion for teaching and learning.  We 
hope that the relationships and values represented in these inspirational 
pieces will be carried forward, amplified and come to exemplify the 
culture of IUSM. 
  
Ann Cottingham, MAR                            David Mossbarger, MBA 
Richard Frankel, PhD                               Anthony Suchman, MD 
Thomas Inui, ScM, MD                            Penny Williamson, ScD 
Debra Litzelman, MA., MD 
  
Relationship-Centered Care Initiative  
http://meded.iusm.iu.edu/Resources/RCCIInfo.htm 
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                              Introduction 
 
The ability to “think outside the box” is enhanced by a nurturing culture under 
which we practice. Unfortunately, many people view creativity to be a rare 
treat or worse, something unattainable and outside the realm of their daily ex-
perience. This sad loss represents a missed opportunity to help foster an im-
provement in self-esteem and denies us an important tool to help one navigate 
the trials and tribulations that one encounters in life. The arts provide insight 
into the human condition, suffering, and personhood as well as foster a feeling 
of our responsibility to each other. Art also offers a historical perspective on 
medical practice. By paying attention to literature and the arts one can help to 
develop and nurture the skills of observation, analysis, empathy, and self-
reflection.  These are humanistic attributes that are essential for humane     
medical care.   

Jeffrey Rothenberg, M.D., M.S.C. 

Trifle 
Jeffrey Rothenberg, M.D., M.S.C. 
IUSM Assistant Professor of Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology 
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Clarity of a Novice 
Anonymous, Class of 2008 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 

“As medical students, we seek clarity.  We strive to be physicians whose vision 
is not obscured by the hazy divide between knowing facts and understanding  
patients.” 
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“I actually wrote this prose (or whatever you want to classify it as) during my first year of 
medical school to reflect what I  envisioned for myself as a physician. I am now a PGY 3 
resident. I find myself reading it from time to time, especially when I am overworked, tired, 
or frustrated. I feel that this reminds me of why I embarked on this journey in the first place 
and for whatever reason, I feel refreshed and humbled by the thoughts I wrote down during 
that first year of medical school..”                  
                                                                                 Carrie L. Davis, MD   2006                                                                                 

I Will Strive 
Carrie L. Davis, MD, PGY 3 Dermatology 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis  
 
I will strive…. 
To be a good doctor. 
To be someone my patients can trust. 
To be their advocate. 
To be their partner in fighting disease, healing, or preparing for death. 
To put the patient at ease when he walks in the room. 
To give them my time and attention. 
To include them in decision-making. 
To always make my patients feel safe, confident, and comfortable. 
To talk with the patient, not to her. 
To be patient, empathetic, listening, advising, treating. 
To help and not harm. 
To never pass judgment, make hasty decisions, or put my interest ahead of my       
patients’. 
To never let anyone or anything prevent me from providing proper care. 
To treat each patient as a person—not a number, a disease, or something that too 
shall pass. 
To be dynamic in my career and never stop learning. 
To share my knowledge and practice preventative medicine. 
To be a role model for patients and for students. 
To accept that I won’t always have all the answers. 
To know that there will be patients I cannot save—but that won’t stop me from         
caring. 
To realize that I am human and will make mistakes, but 
To always remember to learn from them. 
To admit when I am wrong. 
To take care of myself so that I don’t become bitter. 
To always remember that someday I will be a patient too. 
And I will always strive to love what I do and never lose sight of it. 
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 Evans       
Tim Mercer, Class of  2009 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Bloomington 
 
        Evans was my first patient.  He was a fourteen-year-old boy who lay shirt-
less on his back, struggling for breath with an expressionless, but sad look on his 
face.  He had that stereotypical “sick kid in Africa” look about him—emaciated, 
hollow-looking face with big, curious, but patient eyes; concave stomach that 
allowed a fist’s worth of room between his waistline and his pants (to borrow a 
line from medical writer Abraham Verghese, ‘his belly was scooped out from 
rib cage to hips’); dirty, bare feet and skinny, elongated arms; and a pigeon-
chest, or barrel-chest as I learned it, bulging up from his torso revealing each 
and every bone of the frail gatekeeper of his vital internal organs. His pectoralis, 
serratus, and oblique muscles seemed as though they no longer existed, while 
his subcostals and strap muscles of his neck sucked and bulged from doing the 
work of breathing against his diseased and constricted lungs.  His trachea looked 
like a fire hose, ballooning from underneath his chin down to his sternal notch.  
I gazed down at Evans and he met my eyes evenly, without pretense.    
 With every strenuated breath his neck muscles tightened and his back 
nearly flailed up off the mattress.  An audible wheeze could be heard on every 
expiration and distinct rales and crepitations were heard in the right lower lobe, 
although his prominent and protruding costal margins, and bulging, bony rib-
cage made it difficult to find a flat surface to rest my stethoscope.  I listened 
carefully to his struggling air exchangers and picked up the faint scrapings of a 
pleural rub; I could barely keep up with his racing heartbeat.  As the clinical 
officer, Wycliffe, and then I, listened to his chest and discussed his case with the 
nurse, Evans would intermittently interrupt us with a deep, productive cough, 
one he’s had for the past two months, and hack up thick bronchial secretions 
into a black plastic bag he carried with him.   
 I couldn’t talk with Evans, even my conversational, patient-history 
taking Kiswahili was still rather bad.  But still, he was my first patient.  Not the 
first patient I had ever seen—I’ve had more than a spattering of clinical expo-
sure so far in my medical education, but he was my first patient.  I’m sure every 
clinician has a story of the first patient they feel they really took care of, the first 
patient they had some sort of a connection with, at least some patient towards 
the beginning who evoked some sort of strong feeling or taught some sort of 
important lesson.  Evans was this patient for me.   
 After a quick breakfast of bread and chai tea, I met Wycliffe for    
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morning rounds on the inpatient wards.  The Naitiri Health Centre is a rural 
health centre located in the rolling hills of interior western Kenya and far from  
anything typically “western.”  There was no electricity, running water  
only some of the time at the health centre, and virtually no technology.  But 
there were a whole lot of human beings who get sick, just like human beings who 
get sick anywhere in the world—industrialization or not, technology or not, 
modernity or not—and despite all the differences, they require the same care.  
Evans was the first patient we saw that morning.  He had chronic asthma and 
pneumonia secondary to it, and he lay, in the state described above, looking up 
at me in my white coat: the symbol of a doctor to a Kenyan patient.  No matter 
that I had only finished my first year of medical school; no matter that I couldn’t 
speak their language; no matter that I was white.  I was their daktari and I took it 
upon myself to uphold the respect Kenyan people give to those who wear white 
coats. 
       I checked on Evans several times a day for the next week and always looked 
forward to my visits with him.  He was so pleasant, so patient lying in that bed 
and I was someone he looked up to—that’s what his eyes told me.  He looked 
younger than fourteen, still impressionable, innocent, sweet but oh so frail and 
sick.  Nonetheless, every time when I asked him how he was— “Habari?” —he 
would answer with “Nzuri” meaning he was good, doing fine.  He wasn’t doing 
fine, his health was in terrible shape, but he always smiled faintly and always 
mustered the courage and the self-dignity to be a patient.  “When he fears a 
greater danger he always has the courage to face a lesser,” writes Kierkegaard in 
“The Sickness unto Death.”  Evans must have feared something greater than the 
illness that was inflicting his body, for he showed tremendous courage, and his 
courage was manifest in his patience.  I never once saw him cry or moan in pain 
or distress. He hardly even winced when we pricked his finger for an HIV test, 
or when we started the IV for his medicine.  Neither he nor his mother ever 
asked me how much longer he’d have to be in the health centre, never doubted 
the course of treatment we prescribed for him.  And later, as I learned more 
about Evans from talking with his mother—that he had missed a year of school 
because of his asthma—the only hint of being perturbed with his condition or 
dissatisfied with his plight, was when he told his mom that he wanted to learn 
and asked her when he would get to go back to school.  And so indeed, his life 
had provided him with many lessons in which he learned to be courageous, for 
he had seen, lived, and feared far greater dangers, and now, at age fourteen, 
would always have the courage to face a lesser.   
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    Evans 
    Tim Mercer, Class of 2009 
    Indiana University School of Medicine-Bloomington 
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        Even to my relatively unpracticed and undiscerning ears, Evans chest 
sounded clearer and clearer with each passing day.  He would often now be 
sitting up in bed against the wall when I walked in.  “Habari?” I asked.  “Nzuri” 
he’d always respond, almost sheepishly with his big eyes looking down at the 
bed but a warm, happy smile taking over his face.  I had made a connection at 
this point with both Evans and his mother.  She was a woman of early middle 
age, with a pretty face who each day wore a different array of beautifully pat-
terned skirts, blouses, sweaters, colorful and uniquely tied head wraps—the 
traditional dress of a Kenyan mother who lives in the rural village; a look of 
simplicity and practicality, but also of vibrant, colorful beauty.  As I listened to 
Evans’ lungs each day, taking my stethoscope from around the collar of my 
white coat and placing the end on his chest, she would watch me patiently and 
with a look that imbued deep respect, a respect I wasn’t sure if I deserved.  But 
the respect she gave me was neither going to be cast in vain, nor let fall to the 
ground.  Maybe I didn’t have the knowledge to be Evans doctor or his sole 
healthcare provider—indeed I didn’t—but I did have the time to check on him 
each morning and each night. I had the desire to talk with his mother, learn 
about their story, show concern for her son’s health and interest in his life. I did 
have the skills to listen to his lungs and I did have the ability to meet his 
mother’s eyes, smile, and tell her in truth that her son was sounding much bet-
ter than the day before.  She would always smile back in relief, thank me, and 
then turn to Evans to relay the good news.  I would always replace his shirt that 
he so dutifully would pull up when I got out my stethoscope, and I would    
always pat him on the head as I left, telling him I’d see him again. 
 Evans got better.  One afternoon I found Evans sitting in the grass out-
side of the male ward, leaning up against a tree eating an avocado. The syringe 
through which we’d administer his antibiotics, bronchodilators, and corticoster-
oids, still dangled from the IV in his arm, but it was as if life had been breathed 
into his whole being.  He was still shoeless, skinny, and frail, but something 
about him looked brighter, more full, a turn around from the first day I saw him 
lying depleted, gasping in the ward bed.  He smiled as I sat down next to him.  
“Habari?”  “Nzuri sana.”  Very good, he was very good today.  I poured into his 
hand a pile of Smarties, which are like M&M’s but way better, and he ate one 
slowly, with delight.  I gave some to his mother as well.  He thanked me and 
then put the rest into his pocket for later.  What American kid would do that, I 
thought, eat one tiny chocolate candy and patiently save the rest for another 
time?  I sat with Evans and his mother for a while, chatting with his Mom about  
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how I liked it in Kenya, about how Evans had missed school and was yearning to 
go back, about asthma, what it exactly was and how you could manage it; or  
we’d just sit in silence, basking in the Kenyan sun, enjoying the gentle breeze of 
the highlands, watching the cows graze in the grass next to the health centre’s 
open air corridors.  That was the last time I saw Evans.  After a week in the 
health centre his pneumonia had been treated, his asthma managed, and he 
could now go home.   
       There was nothing really remarkable with Evans case.  Tragic maybe—I’ve 
suffered from asthma all my life but I don’t have a permanent chest deformity 
and a year off from school to show for it—but not remarkable perse.  In verbal 
language, I never exchanged more than “How are you?” “Good” with Evans.  
The treatment we gave him was standard, minus the oxygen, but perfectly ade-
quate and really quite good considering where we were.  But I saw him two, 
sometimes three or four times per day, earning trust and respect from both him 
and his mother.  Initially, I earned that respect solely because of the white coat I 
donned on my back.  But later, it was because I took care of my patient that 
those powerful virtues were bestowed upon me.  Trust and respect are gifts 
given to you by someone if you hold up your end of the bargain, your end of the 
social contract. And although maybe the feelings Evans and his mother had for 
me didn’t change in their consciousness from respect for the white man in the 
white coat to respect for and trust in the one who comes to make sure Evans is 
doing ok, that change was important to earn for me.  And for all the good I did 
or comfort I gave, the reward given to me was far greater. The reward was that 
trust and respect that I earned; the smiles on their faces directed at me and what 
I was doing; the acceptance this suffering boy and his mother gave to this young, 
foreign medical student living and working in a hemisphere over from where he 
calls home; and the lessons I learned from the young Kenyan boy who put his 
extra Smarties in his pocket and who waited ever so pleasantly, ever so coura-
geously, and ever so patiently for his daktari to make him better.  
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Five Rules of Happiness 
Anonymous   
Submitted by: Andrea Charis Elliott, Staff 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
 
 
      A 92-year-old, petite, well-poised and proud man, who is fully dressed 
each morning by eight o'clock, with his hair fashionably coifed and perfectly 
shaved even though he is legally blind, moved to a nursing home today. His 
wife of 70 years recently passed away, making the move necessary.  After 
many hours of waiting patiently in the lobby of the nursing home, he smiled 
sweetly when told his room was ready.  As he maneuvered his walker to the 
elevator, I provided a visual description of his tiny room, including the eyelet 
sheets that had been hung on his window.  
      "I love it," he stated with the enthusiasm of an eight-year-old having just 
been presented with a new puppy. 
      "Mr. Jones, you haven't seen the room; just wait."  
      "That doesn't have anything to do with it," he replied. 
      "Happiness is something you decide on ahead of time. Whether I like my 
room or not doesn't depend on how the furniture is arranged ... it's how I  
arrange my mind. I already decided to love it.  It's a decision I make every 
morning when I wake up. I have a choice; I can spend the day in bed, recount-
ing the difficulty I have with the parts of my body that no longer work or get 
out of bed and be thankful for the ones that do. Each day is a gift, and as long 
as my eyes open, I'll focus on the new day and all the happy memories I've 
stored away just for this time in my life. Old age is like a bank account.  You 
withdraw from what you've put in. So, my advice to you would be to deposit a 
lot of happiness in the bank account of memories. Thank you for your part in 
filling my Memory bank. I am still depositing.” 
                            
 
                                    Five simple rules to be happy 
                                     Free your heart from hatred. 
                                     Free your mind from worries. 
                                     Live simply. 
                                    Give more. 
                                 Expect less. 
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So Much More Than a Diagnosis 
Claire Jackson, Class of 2008 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
 
     After two years of learning everything about the human body and disease, I 
couldn’t wait to get my first taste of real doctoring as I began my rotation in a 
pediatric urgent care center. I was beginning to feel comfortable taking histo-
ries and performing physicals on kiddos. I grabbed the nurse's note on the next 
 patient and geared up to examine my first distended abdomen. I had no idea 
that I would never forget this sweet little girl.  
     She was a bright- eyed, four year old that greeted me with an enthusiastic, 
"Hi!" And her greeting was even more surprising when I allowed my gaze to 
drop from her eyes to her belly. She clearly had a distended abdomen and you 
could see the pain in her face as she waddled over to me. As I spoke with the 
parents, I also got my first exposure to the reality of medicine and life. They 
weren’t very in tune to their little girl’s needs because they “work a lot.” As I 
examined their daughter, I became increasingly worried about her health and 
infuriated that these people could wait months to bring her to the doctor when 
she clearly was not well. She happily let me know that she liked doctors and 
“wasn’t afraid at all.” Somehow I knew that she would likely be changing her 
mind on that matter very soon. I was right. Just a couple of hours after we  
began the workup for her abdominal mass she told a staff physician that she 
“didn’t like doctors at all.” I can’t say that I blame her after all kinds of med 
students, residents, nurses, and staff physicians had poked their heads into her 
exam room to get a glimpse at the impressive size of her little four year old 
belly. After her CT scan, it was pretty clear that she had bilateral Wilm’s  
tumors. I was so sad for this beautiful child. And I was so disgusted by the fact 
that the parents had not brought her in sooner. Maybe if we’d caught this ear-
lier she wouldn’t have lost one and a half of her kidneys to these tumors. If 
only there was some way to make parents be responsible or to give them a 
script for common sense. But like a wise man once told me, “Common sense 
isn’t so common.”   
      I never got to follow up with this special little girl but I know that she will 
be on my mind for the rest of my career. Not just because it was an unforget-
table diagnosis for a fresh third year med student to see, but because of her 
eyes sparkling with life and playfulness. 
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Invitation to Dance 
John B. Stephens,  Class of 2007 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
 
       Going into my first day of Pediatric Neurology at Riley, I was most         
concerned with perfecting the neurological exam and remembering all of 
the neurology I learned during my second year of med school. I was wor-
ried it would be difficult for me to check all the important components 
of the exam in a child because I knew how many children did not enjoy 
being examined by a physician, not to mention an inexperienced medical 
student.  However, after spending an afternoon with the staff of the Peds 
Neuro clinic I realized how much fun one can have interacting with the 
children while still obtaining the information needed to make medical 
decisions.  The next day I was sent out on my own to see patients in the 
clinic and quickly got over my reservations regarding examining kids as I 
realized they had fun with the exam as long as they felt I was having fun.  
I found that I embraced the autonomy of seeing patients on my own and 
enjoyed the opportunity to add my own twist to the exam as well.  I 
made a point that the last part of each exam consisted of me asking the 
child, “So, do you have any good dance moves?”   
     Not only would the child’s eyes light up at a chance to act goofy and 
dance in the doctor’s office, but this would always lead to a good deal of 
laughter for the parents and myself and a chance to establish a positive 
relationship with patients and their families.  I found by the end of the 
rotation that I was sad to be moving on, not because I was no longer  go-
ing to learn any new dance moves, but because I had really grown to en-
joy the chance to bond with both patients and families, while at the same 
time practicing medicine.               
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Valentine’s Dinner 
Catherine DeRidder, Class of 2007 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
  
 
        During my third year neurology rotation one of my patients was at  
University Hospital over Valentine’s Day.  He had traveled all the way 
from Chicago with his long-time girlfriend to see CNS infectious disease 
specialist Dr. Karen Roos to diagnose his chronic encephalitis. The day 
before Valentine’s Day, I asked if he had any special plans for his girl-
friend. He said he did not and I mentioned that another medical student 
and I would come back to hatch a plan. That afternoon another medical 
student talked with the patient’s girlfriend outside of the room while we 
brainstormed.  He said that he had read in the paper that morning that 
chocolate and roses were out of style but he thought she would like a 
steak dinner. So, the next day the team brought in a table cloth, nice 
dishes, and a centerpiece and we ordered take -out from a local steak 
house at the end of the day.  We brought the goodies back, talked the 
girlfriend out of the room for a second time (I think by then she might 
have suspected!) and set the table with the steak dinner and decorations.  
The patient’s girlfriend walked in the room and was completely shocked.  
We quickly exited so they could enjoy a semi-romantic dinner together 
in their room. The next day the patient admitted that the dinner was 
what they really needed to brighten their spirits while they searched for 
his diagnosis. This experience was a wonderful way to treat the entire 
person and made me appreciate the multitude of ways  physicians can 
heal. 
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 When all is wrong with the world and school is over-
whelming, I can always find Hope hanging on my living room 
wall.  The painting of this little girl that I’ve never met always 
calms my soul as she reminds me why I’m in this crazy world 
called medical school.  In her longing eyes I find reassurance that 
I am on this journey for a reason...I am called to be a healer and 
to take care of children in need.  So, I continue on in hopes of 
making a difference in a child’s life through the art and science of 
medicine.  Even in the darkest hours, Hope prevails! 

Hope 
Lisa Burckhartzmeyer, Class of 2008 
Indiana University School of Medicine–Indianapolis 
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Excerpt from 2005 Senior Banquet 
Margaret Gaffney, M.D., Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine 
Competency Director for Moral Reasoning & Ethical Judgment 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
  
 So, our patients tell us stories - which we call histories, and 
we tell each other our patients’ stories - which we call consultation 
or conference.  And finally, we tell ourselves these stories back, with 
an interpretation - perhaps a diagnosis, a treatment plan. 
 These stories are accompanied by any one or more emotions 
and values (which we usually ignore, at the risk of our healing val-
ues).  Sometimes - satisfaction at being correct, at knowing, at being 
helpful; Sometimes regret - for being unable to know or help.  Anger 
- at our own impotence or ignorance, or at an obstreperous patient.  
And occasionally gratitude - for the trust given, and forgiveness we 
experience. 
 We tell and receive these stories, in order to make sense of 
our experience, to perceive the meaning in our lives and work. 
 I was a new junior student on call as an extern at St. Francis 
Hospital ER (in those days, we did not have a required selective in 
ER, and it was considered especially helpful if one could land such a 
position).  I had gone to bed, about 2am.  ER staff called and told me 
there was an RHC on the 4th floor - go up and do it.  I was sleepy, 
uncertain.  What is an RHC?  Heavy sigh - somebody died, respira-
tions have ceased - go up and pronounce.  Wide awake now - umm, 
what do I do? 
 The physician realized my inexperience and kindly outlined 
the steps, then said don’t worry too much, the nurses are pretty 
good at this.  So up I went and into a dark single room - tiny wizened 
man in bed, sheet to chin, frail arms exposed; single light at head of 
bed.  I was so nervous - started as I usually do with a formal intro-
duction (just in case…). 
 And then, a rustle from the dark corner, and a tiny elderly 
woman emerged from the shadow, blanket around her shoulder.  I 
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gasped, she said, “Oh, my dear, is he all right?” 
I was pretty sure he wasn’t but was unprepared to speak so 

soon to his wife.  So I shook my head, and took her hand and asked if 
she would mind waiting with the nurse for a few moments while I 
examined him (couldn’t bear to do it in front of her). 
 She nodded, and passing, patted his arm, and then mine, as if 
in comfort and said, “He’s been sick for so long…” smiled, left. 
 I pulled myself together, went through the exam.  The 
nurses were right, but I thought there should be something other 
than this silence to mark the passing of a man. 
 Out to the nurse - called the attending who declined to 
come in and said I could tell his wife the patient was dead.  So I 
found her sitting in the dark lounge, alone, looking at the night lights 
through the picture windows.  I sat down next to her with no idea of 
what to say, but she made it easy.   
 “He’s gone, isn’t he?” I nodded, she teared, and so did I.  I 
asked if there was someone to call and she said her son was on the 
way.  She said, “We were married 50 years.”  I didn’t know what I 
was supposed to do, but I knew what I could NOT do - I could not 
leave her, so I listened in the dark as this woman, no longer a 
stranger, told me the story of their courtship and lives together.  
There was no way to help, except to listen, and witness.  This was 
the first time I felt the possibility of being a healing presence. 
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Smoke* 
Paul Blusys, M.D. 
Clinical Professor of Medicine 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Fort Wayne 
 
 Today is a sad day for me. Just this morning when I 
came to work one of the nurses from the outpatient clinic in-
formed me that Pat, one of our patients, had passed away over 
the weekend.  Pat had been receiving IV medication almost daily 
for the past several months for severe end-stage congestive heart 
failure.  I try to make a point of dropping by the outpatient clinic 
and saying “hi” to those patients who are here for chronic ther-
apy.  I guess Pat and I hit it off well, because we always seemed 
to have a chuckle whenever we met.  She typically had a twinkle 
in her eye and a mischievous smile on her face, despite being 
short of breath from her CHF.  She would be the first to defend 
my choice of ties, (generally under scrutiny by the outpatient 
nurses), so I felt Pat was on my side. 
 About two weeks ago I asked one of Pat’s nurses where 
she was and was told that the medication had stopped working 
and that she would not be coming to the clinic any more.  I had 
missed Pat for the past couple of weeks and will miss her even 
more now because I will never see her again.  The last time we 
talked, a couple of weeks ago, we had just suffered a couple of 
cool nights and it seemed like fall was in the air.  We talked 
about that wonderful aroma of burning leaves that is such an un-
mistakable hallmark of autumn.  Pat said that she couldn’t handle 
being near smoke anymore because it really affected her breath-
ing.  But she said she wanted to get a whiff of burning leaves at 
least once more, because it felt so good.   
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 What is it about burning leaves that smells so good?  
Does it evoke fond memories of being young, chasing through 
the piles of leaves our parents piled up that we would scatter 
everywhere?  Do we remember hiding in a pile of leaves playing 
hide and seek?  Maybe it’s jumping into huge piles of leaves and 
doing acrobatics while somewhere in the neighborhood someone 
is burning their leaves. 
 I hope Pat got her wish and was able to experience that 
sweet, smoky, aroma in the autumn of her life.  She was a won-
derful lady and made a lot of my days a whole lot more fun when 
we had our visits together in the clinic.  Pat was a special person 
and touched a lot of us in a very special way, and kept smiling 
until the end.  Somewhere, sometime, if I’m real lucky I may get 
to see Pat again. 
 
*Reprinted with permission from Fort Wayne Medicine Quarterly (2003, Autumn), 1(1), 4.  

 
 

Anonymous, Class of 1963 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
 

“Every physician knows that different patients react dif-
ferently to medications.  Some patients are exquisitely sensitive 
to the least bit of medication, and generally speaking they know 
beforehand if they are one of those patients.  I have learned the 
hard way to listen to the patients who tell me that they are sensi-
tive to medications.  I remember one patient who told me that 
she was sensitive to morphine as a narcotic.   

I believed that based on the type of procedure she was 
having that morphine would be the best option for her because 
of its longevity of action.  I went ahead and used the morphine 
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and that was a big mistake.  She became very sick as a result of 
the medication.  I immediately regretted having used the mor-
phine and spent a lot of time talking with her.  I could not apolo-
gize enough and expressed to her how badly I felt after not hav-
ing truly listened to her.  It is important to listen to what your 
patients have to say.  As physicians we may know the science, 
but the patients know their own bodies.”   

Trichomoniasis 
Jeffrey Rothenberg, M.D., M.S.C. 
Assistant Professor of Clinical OB/GYN 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
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Anonymous, Class of 2006 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
 
 “During a month in Honduras, I noticed that a lot of 
people wait to go to the doctor until they have advanced disease.  
While in Honduras I saw a lot of disease that I would never have 
gotten a chance to see in the U.S. The physicians there didn’t 
have the resources to treat the patients in a way that I was accus-
tomed, yet they managed to give more or less the same standard 
of care. I really learned not to take the resources I have available 
here at IU for granted and to work hard to use the available tech-
nology to ensure better outcomes.” 
 
 
 
Life and Death on the Nyayo Wards 
David Crabb, M.D. 
Chairman, Department of Medicine 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
 
 The day begins with the call of the ibises, large birds 
with curved beaks and an unmistakable cry (which gives it its 
name, kwarara).  Sunrise is at 7:00 am every day because we are 
virtually on the equator.  So regular is sunrise and sunset that the 
Swahili clock begins with 7:00 am as saa moja asubuhi, hour one 
in the morning; 7:00 pm is saa moja usiko, hour one in the eve-
ning.   
 July is winter in Kenya; I assume because the sun is at its 
most northern point on June 21, and thus as low in the northern 
sky as it gets.  It seems that when the sun is at its lowest southern 
point in December, that too should be winter, with two sum-
mers separating them when the sun is overhead on the vernal and 
autumnal equinox.    
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 Life at the IU house in Eldoret stirs.  Breakfast is on our 
own and usually a couple of small bananas, toast with Nutella 
spread, and coffee or tea. Those rounding on the Nyayo rounds 
leave the house at 8:45 am for the 15 minute walk to the wards.  
We pass the askari (guards) at the gate and exchange greetings we 
have been practicing in Swahili class: Hujambo? Sijambo.  Habari 
yako? Nzuri.   
 The road is always busy with bicycles, trucks, cars, 
matatus; the walkers and cattle share the paths worn in the red soil 
of East Africa.  We pass the sign for the Moi Teaching and Referral 
Hospital Mortuary Services (does the conflict of interest commit-
tee have a problem with that?) and turn into the side of the hospital 
complex where the wards are located. There are surgical, obstet-
ric, ophthalmology, and psychiatry wards branching off of the 
walkway.   
 With no cold weather, the covered walkways are the 
equivalent of our halls.  The grounds are beautifully landscaped 
with tropical flowers and trees; we usually see a chameleon on the 
fence as we reach the end of the walkway, greet the hospital askari 
(Jambo!), and turn into the building housing the medicine and pedi-
atric wards.  The guards’ job is to ensure that the patients have 
paid their bill before leaving.   
 It is striking how little we are involved with the patients, 
beyond our examinations on rounds (although more may go on in 
the afternoon when the team returns to do procedures and admit 
new patients).  The patients ask no questions, and we spend almost 
no time explaining what is wrong with them or what we plan to do 
to help.   
 The greatest limitation I have is not the reduced access to 
diagnostic tests, but the inability to take a history myself. One 
must learn some medical Swahili: Unakula? Unatapika? (are you 
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eating, are you vomiting?), Sema a (say ah), Keti  sit up), Lala (lie 
down), Pumua (breathe), Asante sana (thank you very much for all I 
am trying to learn here).  At the end of rounds between 12 and 1, 
we return to the IU House for lunch, and the patients’ families 
visit.  After 3 pm is admitting time and the families leave again.    
 On reflection, the patients with AIDS may have a better 
outlook than most of the patients with other chronic diseases.  HIV 
is detected mainly through VCT (voluntary counseling and test-
ing), sometimes by visiting a clinic for prenatal care, and a minor-
ity are tested by us after admission to the hospital.  Those who are 
positive visit us in the rural health centers or “clinic 49”.   
 I went to the health centers at Turbo and Burnt Forest 
with Joe Mamlin and John Sidle.  Here is where the battle with 
HIV is being met.  We have a simple room with no sink and an 
exam table.  We take a history that includes sociological informa-
tion (only one or two patients out of 30 seen in two days have 
electricity or running water; about 20% come from polygamous 
families; nearly all have had deaths in the family suspected to be 
from HIV).  I examine the patient; we do a small panel of lab tests 
(VDRL, CD4, full hemogram [CBC], ALT, creatinine) and get a 
chest x-ray.   
 If they have pulmonary infiltrates, we begin four drugs for 
tuberculosis, if it is negative, we give INH prophylaxis, (since per-
haps 30% of Kenyans have been exposed to tuberculosis).  A week 
later, they are seen to review the laboratory tests and therapy may 
begin.  We use a three drug regimen (lamivudine, stavudine, and 
nevirapine) available as a combination pill. Think of it: potential 
control of the disease and recovery from opportunistic infections 
with 2 pills a day.  As Joe said to me at the beginning of the clinic: 
“Keep in mind that all of the people you see today were given up 
to die before this program was started.”   
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 The great concern at this point is to be sure that all the 
practitioners in East Africa are using the drugs correctly so that 
resistance to components of this treatment plan does not develop.  
The long term concern is this: we have support at present from the 
President’s Emergency Plan for HIV/AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), via 
the CDC and USAID to initiate life-long treatment for 30,000 
Kenyans with AIDS: what do we say to patient 30,001?  Of course, 
the answer is, we will figure that out as we get close. 
 It is 6:00 pm, an hour before sunset and dinner. I am still 
reading about what I saw but did not recognize or know how to 
treat given the conditions we work in; relearning the fine points of 
bedside diagnosis, the pathogenesis of tropical diseases, a smatter-
ing of Kiswahili, and the history of the people and country.  I think 
we all feel we are making a small contribution to the Kenyan peo-
ple, but gaining more from the experience than we are giving.  
The ibises return at the close of the day.   
 
 
Because It’s Different There… 
Reflections and re-reflections on nine weeks in Kenya 
Danny Mallon, Class of 2007 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
 
 Having done it. For all of my anxiety over having a fruit-
ful, enriching, engaging and meaningful experience that I felt in 
May, I am satisfied with my passive as well as my active experience 
in Kenya.  I saw a culture far different in most respects from my 
own, made friends who know the world very differently than the 
way I do, ate the food, spoke the language, saw the suffering pa-
tients, even kind of treated them, learned the real problems, espe-
cially is Sirisia, and basically, no, really lived the life of a Kenyan 
medical student for a few weeks.  I did engage – with Tum, 
Ndiwa, Mange, Martin, and Kamau.  
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  I broke from my shell in the Health Center, allowing 
myself to talk with patients, smile with mothers, feel them, ex-
amine them, take their blood pressure, make guesses and actu-
ally do some medicine instead of just learn about medicine.  It’s 
been a jump I’ve needed to make for quite some time, and now 
I’ve made it.  I know I need lots of practice at it, and because I 
know I’m not very good at it yet.  I need to learn the academic 
side even more soundly and completely so that I’m not guessing 
at both sides of medicine until I’m a good clinician. 
 I did my part for the group, made a good friend in Steff, 
and accepted the lifestyle – cold showers, little food, few ameni-
ties like hot water, snacks, TV, etc., lots of walking and waiting.  
I tried to experience Kenya, even though I didn’t know how I 
was doing it.  But it worked.  I lived in Kenya, no more, no less.  
I have no great universal understanding of the country’s history 
or politics, but I do have some.   
 I don’t know what it’s like to be a poor Kenyan, but I’ve 
seen it with my own eyes, I’ve walked where they walk.  But it’s 
inevitably different because I’ve got more comfortable shoes, 
literally and figuratively.  I could and now have removed myself 
from 100 shillings per day, from no electricity, hot and clean 
water, and malaria.  I’m out of it, but I was in it or near it at 
least for a little while.  I do understand that life and that world 
better than a magazine article, pictures or movies try to display 
them.…what a day, I’m going home. 
 I lived in Kenya, no more, no less.  I went because 
medicine is different there.  I expected little more than poverty 
and new friendships as I prepared to go to Kenya, knowing the 
rest would just be different.  For the first few weeks of the trip, 
all I saw was disparity and I was just in Africa – plopped down in 
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an alien world.  Then I began to see past the disparity to the peo-
ple, what patients go through to get medical care, how farmers in 
the far reaches of the country live, how healthcare workers do 
their jobs so far from adequate resources.   
 As time passed, I was able not just to see, but to know 
people not as Africans, Kenyans, or classmates, but as friends.  I 
laughed, argued, told long stories, played games, even sang with 
them.  Spending as much time as I did in Kenya charged my sensi-
bilities toward impoverished people, vulnerable patients and 
friends, both cherished and new. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thin as the Wing of  a 
Dragonfly 
Burton Webb, Ph.D. 
IUSM-Muncie 
 
Thin as the wing of a dragonfly 
Opaque in feel and texture 
Lifting seldom 
Revealing little 
Sounds 
 
Whispers of what lies beyond 
Vision 
Wandering sensations of 
Something that should be 
Familiar 
 
But isn’t 
 

At times  
In peripheral vision or 
Subsonic waves 
The veil moves 
And rumors begin 
 
Sometimes disturbing 
Or joyful 
Believable doubts 
Always motivating 
A renewed 
Experience of re-entry 
 
Where does reality 
Begin 
Where spirit ends 
Or is there an intersection 
On the thin 
Invisible 
Wings of a dragonfly? 
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Passing* 
Deb Litzelman, M.D.  
Associate Dean for Medical Education and Curricular Affairs 
Indiana University School of Medicine 
 

Impatient for death’s coming, 
Frantic for stillness. 

Please hear my loving whispers. 
 
 …so many years ago I looked at my thin, elderly woman ca-
daver for the first time thinking only of how I should cut, ex-
plore…feeling panicky but also privileged to be allowed to take 
this journey.  I saw her as part of my education, not as person 
….until well into the year when my cadaver team and I started 
dissecting her hands.  Her hands reminded me of her personhood 
or perhaps I had survived enough of my first year of medical 
school to finally see through wider prisms. 
 
 …when my mother declared she would donate her body to my 
medical school, I felt a mixture of honor and shame.…honor 
that this wonderful, woman would yet again think of a way to 
give to others even after her death.  As a fourth grade school 
teacher for most of her life, it was in her make-up to figure out 
how to assist students in their learning.  As a daughter, I had 
been bathed in her encouragement and pride…there is no doubt 
she helped me achieve physicianhood.   
 Thus, it was also no surprise that she would want to help 
other medical students achieve their physicianhood.  My shame 
was felt for the long period of time that I had selfishly viewed my 
cadaver as an education medium and nothing more; shame about 
the jokes my cadaver team and I made about the little, elderly 
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woman body…the parts we tossed around not really in disre-
spect but because we had not matured enough to see her hands, 
her organs, her nerves, her vessels as someone’s mother, some-
one’s teacher…. 
 
*from reflective journaling surrounding my mother’s death. 
 
 

Our Fallen Teacher 
Daniel Altman, Class of 2008 
Indiana University School of  
Medicine-Indianapolis 
 
I have come to a place  
Where the fallen teach 
Existence in novel phase 
 
Planned by me long ago 
Though with some notice  
An indefinite time of arrival. 
 
I am a teacher now 
Of things I never learned 
A model of those who follow 
 
I am assigned a group of six 
Eager to display with expertise 
All I have to teach 
 
Strikingly effective  
My style is modest 

Quiet but far from neat 
You may come any time  
Alone or in a crowd 
No need for cold feet 
 
You learn about my life 
Without me saying a word 
Of how I lived 
 
Take benefit now 
For my tenure is short 
I have a higher place to be  
 
I have come where the dead 
Mingle with the living 
And the fallen teach 
To the future giving 
 
I am your fallen teacher 
I am your cadaver 

 
This poem is dedicated to ”Frank 
the Tank”.  Thank you, Frank. 
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A Unique Experience with a Cadaver Donor and the 
Donor's Family 
Ernest Talarico, Jr., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Anatomy and Cell Biology 
Andrew Prather, MSII-Class of 2008 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Northwest 
 
 This story began April 29, 2003, upon the death of Fern 
from T-cell lymphoma, when she bequeathed her body to ana-
tomical science.  She was 87-years-old.  Fern was the mother of 
eight children, six of which survive today.  She lived her life for 
her family and friends, raising her children and working as a 
nurse until the murder of her husband during a business bur-
glary.  She was described by all who knew her as an "indomitable 
spirit", and as a writer, who delighted in telling her own stories 
documented in her compilation entitled, "Fun, Friends and Fam-
ily."  However, it was through her gift of one's self, that a unique 
story unfolded, when she came to our gross anatomy laboratory 
in July 2004. 
 When the students entered the anatomy laboratory, it 
was with great trepidation and excitement.  Only our imagina-
tions could prepare us for the time that we would meet the ones 
who would teach us about the intricacies of the human body.  
And so began the process of discovery.  We studied this delicate 
and powerful engineering masterpiece, examining bones, mus-
cles, nerves, organs and glands.   
 However, when we viewed the inner surface of Fern's 
skull, we noted large, irregular bony masses unlike any other 
donor we had observed. Thus, our research project began -----to 
investigate this strange, but fascinating anomaly.  The condition 
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is called Hyperostosis Frontalis Interna (HFI).  It is a bony over-
growth of the inner table of the frontal bone, and it almost al-
ways spares the midline.  In the case of Fern, we immediately 
noted additional skull bones were involved.  When we presented 
this specimen to an osteologist (i.e., bone expert), he noted that 
this was the "most extensive" case of HFI that he had seen.   
 In looking through the literature it has become quite 
clear that HFI is at best an incompletely understood condition.  It 
was first observed in an adult male in 100 BC, and until modern 
times was more commonly found in men.  Historically, Mor-
gagni proposed that HFI was part of a syndrome that included 
obesity, diabetes, and virilism, a triad known as Morgagni’s Syn-
drome. Now, HFI is almost exclusively observed in post-
menopausal women and is independent of Morgagni's Syndrome.  
The exact etiology is unknown, as are the clinical manifestations 
of the condition.  Most cases do not have clinical presentation 
and are only discovered by accident through imaging of the skull 
or at autopsy. However, some individuals present with head-
ache, lower back pain, motor deficits and sometimes neuropsy-
choses in association with HFI. 
 In our attempts to learn more about HFI, we decided to 
learn more about the donor’s medical history.  In the course of 
obtaining this history, we were allowed to contact the family of 
the donor.  Little did we know at the time that this would be the 
first time that a medical student and a professor of the IUSM 
would be in contact with members of a cadaver donor’s family, 
nor did we know that we would soon be sitting in their living 
room hearing stories from her life.  This meeting took place one 
day in June 2005.  When we arrived at the house to meet with 
the family, a woman stepped outside to greet us.  As we sat in 
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the van, one of us mentioned (AP) that the woman looked very 
familiar.  After one awkward minute of déjà vu, we discovered 
that the woman was a teacher at Medical student Prather's high 
school and had also been involved in theatrical productions with 
his father.  Immediately the awkward feelings lifted and it be-
came clear that we were in a safe environment with familiar peo-
ple. 
 We did not know Fern during her life, but we had the 
privilege of learning from her body – a legacy of knowledge that 
will bring others life through our work as physicians and educa-
tors.  On that day when we met Fern's family, we spent a good 
deal of the afternoon over a meal that they had prepared for us, 
interviewing her children and listening to stories about their 
mother, who selflessly donated her body to our medical educa-
tion.  Ultimately, only a few minutes of our time with the family 
profoundly affected the content of our research.  Fern was no 
longer just our research subject, but she was transformed into a 
human being with a beautiful family altering our motivation for 
the entire project.  Fern's gifts to us, and the participation and 
enthusiasm of her family, has renewed in us our dedication and 
desire to learn all we can to help those that we serve through 
education, research and clinical medicine. 
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Anonymous, Class of 2008 
Indiana University School of Medicine-South Bend 

 
 “Looking at the cadavers I fully appreciate the meaning of the 
saying that you cannot take the things you accumulate in life with you 
after death.  It is that indefinable link between the body and the spirit 
that is important.  When that is severed, the important stuff we accumu-
lated in life, what makes us different from everyone else, goes wherever 
your religion says it will go.  We all become equals, masses of muscle, 
bones, ligaments, nerves, vessels, and organs.” 
 
 
Anonymous, Class of 2008 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
 

“I struggled in gross anatomy, and I went to see Dr. Seifert after 
the first exam.  He showed me a different way of learning.  I studied by 
going through the lectures and just trying to reinforce the material in my 
head.  He took the time to show me how to literally draw out the infor-
mation so that I could make connections in the material.  Going through 
that one lecture with him completely changed the way that I studied for 
not only Anatomy but all my courses.  It took a lot of work, but I did 
better on the exams and passed the course.   
 At the end of the semester when I got my grade sheet from Anat-
omy, under comments the Anatomy professors wrote something like, 
“This student performed satisfactorily in our course.  She struggled a bit 
on our first two exams, but demonstrated to herself that she was capable 
by performing very well on our last exam. We wish her continued suc-
cess in medical school.”  Even though I “only passed”, I’m proud of my 
“P.”  I worked really hard for it, and I really appreciate the fact the pro-
fessors took the time to help me when I needed it most and then ac-
knowledged my hard work after I succeeded in the course.” 
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Crimson Waves 
Anonymous, Class of 2008 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
 
  in a wave of fire, 
      the still breathe of life 
           blossoms and erupts 
              like 1000 guppies 
                  jumping into the air 
            and riding the clouds like eagle 
 
 My experiences from the first year of medical school can be 
summed into one word – exhausting.  The work load seemed over-
whelming and left me frustrated.  I even considered quitting medical 
school because I was disappointed with life as a medical student; it 
was not the rewarding experience I expected it to be.  At a most dif-
ficult time when my passion for medicine seemed completely hidden 
by my negative attitude, I recalled an experience that helped me re-
focus and appreciate the opportunities I will have in medicine to 
truly make a difference in others’ lives. 
 As an undergraduate student, I volunteered at a cancer cen-
ter where patients received radiation treatment.  During their wait, I 
talked and listened to them, brought them blankets or snacks, or 
even offered a consoling hug.  One afternoon, a very feeble lady spe-
cifically asked for apple juice.  After spending twenty minutes 
searching for apple juice, I brought it to her.  Despite her shaky fin-
gers, she gripped my hand to show her appreciation.   
 However, it was what she said after that I will never forget – 
“You made a difference to me today.”  She sounded so sincere and 
grateful.  If showing care and compassion in the form of getting apple 
juice can make someone happy, just imagine what I can do as a prac-
ticing physician.  Reflecting on this experience made me think that, 
yes, I truly do want to go into medicine.  After this first year, I have 
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come to realize that although such inspiring experiences are in-
separable from negative experiences, it is those positive experi-
ences that are more important and make it all worth while. 
 
 
 
 
The Moment Before 
Anonymous, Class of  2008 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 

  
At the White Coat Ceremony, I sense my paths in life converging.  
However, just before they call my name, there is an intense stillness that    
even time cannot alter. 
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A Day in the Life 
Burton Webb, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Physiology and 
Immunology 
Indiana University School of Medicine-
Muncie 
 
Coffee 
Deepest Black 
Oozing essential essence that 
Dilates then constricts blood flow 
Spreading the well-being 
From nose to lips 
Tongue to toes 
Ready now 
Start the day 
 
Scroll 
Click 
Soft click depressions 
E-mail tyranny 
SPAM! 
Moments of life fly by 
Preparing to speak 
Organized thoughts 
In precise step-by-step 
Procedure 
 
Enter the room 
From the back 
Always 
Unzip the file 
Turn on the projector 
Early Questions 
Timid Freshman 
Gentle Answers of encouragement  

On a roll 
Scattered laughter brings a smile 
Plenty of time 
Story time—illustrate the point 
Get back to the point 
What was the point? 
Ah yes… 
Out of time! 
 
Where is the meeting? 
Who will be there? 
I need what? 
Got it 
Change the rules 
Protect the turf 
Work the Network! 
 
Lunch 
More Coffee 
Jokes shared 
Stories told 
“I hear that…” 
“Well I heard…”In the lab  
Each student needs personal time 
Hours of dedication result in 
Increased light 
Comprehension in once blurred eyes 
Even more coffee 
 
Shades of Crimson orange 
Blue 
Purple and Grey 
Paint the western sky in 
Flecks of day-long memories  
It’s time for decaf 
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The Blind Provider  
Dinorah Rene Milner , Class of 2008  
Dedicated to: R.T.  
Indiana University School of Medicine-
Indianapolis 
 
I once worked with a provider who is blind, 
She goes through life feeling about into the 
open air, 
never fixed in one direction with a stare, 
and always providing her utmost best health-
care, 
 
To watch her do a physical exam is a spec-
tacular phenomenon, 
She deeply concentrates, listening to the 
breath sounds like the Dali Lama, 
Then rhythmically moves the stethoscope to 
the heart without a flutter, 
within her mind there is no clutter, 
 
After the physical exam, she continues on 
with gathering the history, 
gently easing her way into the patient's life 
of which to her is a mystery, 
her ears are surging with blood flow as she 
tries to gather the facts, 
connecting the physical and history with 
such great tact, 
 
Watching this blind provider is like listening 
to Mozart's Symphony, 
And it has made a monumental impression 
on me, 
Right there, before my eyes, I saw firsthand 
the art of medicine, 
it.......was no longer simply a definition, 
 
I often speak of this provider who is blind, 
however, I forgot to mention she can see, 
the "blind" I speak of, 
is within the mind, 

 
It is her curiosity about medicine and life 
which leaves her feeling into the open air, 
and never fixed solidly on one diagnosis with 
a stare, 
as she offers her knowledge to her patient's 
healthcare, 
 
It is her "blindness" which prevents her from 
moral judgment, 
It is her "blindness" which prevents her from 
racial judgment, 
She sees beyond skin color, 
She sees beyond religious beliefs, 
She sees.............humanity. 
 
When she looks into the bloodshot tear 
stricken patient's eyes in strain, 
She sees the pain, 
When she sees the fungi eaten toes of 
 patients who work seven days a week, 
As she takes a seat, 
she asks about the fungi and their work 
 fatigue, 
 
She does not simply treat disease, 
She educates, 
She does not simply tell a patient  
their diagnosis, 
She explains, 
 
Blind Provider, 
I look at you, 
and I see strength, courage, and pride in all 
that you do, 
 
Blind Provider, 
I admire you,  
For your determination, perseverance, and 
attitude. 
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Eight and One -half Medical Students             
Oil on Canvas 
Maytee Boonyapredee, M.D., Class of 2005 
 
      It is easy to forget the estrangement the patient feels when cared 
for in the hospital. The multitudes of physicians, nurses, physical  
therapists, pharmacists, students and other health care workers makes 
names and faces difficult to remember, and easier to ignore.  If we  
take the time to know our patients and let them know us, then we  
may mitigate the stark contrast between home and hospital, bolster        
confidence and trust from the patient.... 
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The Ghost of Dr. Said* 
Christopher Callahan, M.D. 
Professor of Medicine 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
 
 I guess you would call it a nervous tic because it didn't seem 
to serve any useful purpose. From analyzing the rhythm of the move-
ment, I can tell you that she had repeated it thousands of times. 
From head to toe she was fat and droopy in a cozy kind of way. She 
had the sort of lap that a kid or a cat would just naturally nestle into 
and fall asleep. Every few minutes she would flex her right elbow 
and, with a hooked right index finger, brush aside the collar of her 
blouse, snare her right bra strap, and yank the strap up and out while 
curling her shoulders and jostling her breasts. If a cat had been on her 
lap it wouldn't have awoken because the whole movement was as 
fluid and comforting as a deep breath. She smelled like baby powder 
but her clothes and hair were a little disheveled and grungy. She was 
about 60 or 70 years old. She had a big sack purse from which she 
pulled 10 or 12 empty medication bottles. Her physician had died 
recently and I was to replace him. 
 "How long has your shoulder been bothering you, Mrs. 
Platt?" 
 "Oh, I been sufferin' with that shoulder for years. Doctor 
said it can only be an infection or a cancer in the bone, and we know 
it ain't no infection 'cause it ain't never had no heat an' ain't never had 
no pus. Doctor said never to let no one cut on it though, 'cause'n if 
that cancer were let alone it would cure up on its own, but if'n you 
cut on it, it'll spread all over the body. Damn if he warn't right  
neither 'cause that's been 10 years ago and it ain't no worser and it 
don't cripple me none. Hell, my brother got cancer in his bones and 
he was dead 6 months after they startin' cuttin' and foolin' with it". 
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             "Do any of your other joints bother you?" 
 "Oh, sure, my hips and knees pain me so much I had to 
take to the stick but it don't really help none". 
 "What do you mean, 'take to the stick'?" 
 "A walkin' stick. A cane, you know. Doctor said I gots a 
cancer in them joints. One fool thought it was rheumatism and had 
me takin' aspirins but doctor said them aspirins make you bleed on 
the insides where no one can see it till yer dead. Sure enough they 
was tearin' me up too 'cause they put that hose in me and filled up 
my guts and found a hidin' hernia. Doctor said these pills would cut 
the acid". She held up an empty bottle. (There went the tic). She 
was out of breath after a string of two or three sentences. 
 "How long have you been having trouble with your breath-
ing?" 
 "Oh, I've been sufferin' with emphysema for 5 year or 
more. Doctor said it probably come on me from livin' in the city. 
Been usin' some breathin' pills fer it and they been doin' all right by 
me". 
 "Do you smoke cigarettes?" 
 "Yep, I ain't gonna lie to ya, I lit up my first one when I was 
no more 'an 12. They don't seem to affect me none. Hell, my daddy 
smoked till he was 85 and they never done him no harm. I can take 
'em or leave 'em myself but I never had no cause to stop. One time I 
gave 'em up and I got to shakin' and my heart was racing and skip-
pin'. Doctor said it was on account of goin' cold turkey". 
 "Have you ever been hospitalized because of breathing diffi-
culties?" "Never did need no hospital. I had a complete physical 
every year in the spring and doctor said I'm healthy as a horse. 
Course I git antibiotics once or twiced a year for walkin' pneumonia 
but doctor said that was on account a me workin' in the weather. 
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I need some antibiotics today 'cause I noticed some yeller when I spit 
this morning. Doctor said to take antibiotics whenever it turns 
yeller". 
 "What sort of trouble do you have with your heart?" 
 "Well, I built up some fat around the outsides of my heart 
that keeps its from pumpin' just so. Doctor said I'm damn lucky to be 
alive; said most others he's" (tic again) "seen with a case as bad as 
mine is dead and gone. Doctor said he caught it just in time. I'm 
takin' a heart pill and water pills and a pill fer nerves to keep my 
heart steady". 
 "You seem to be taking quite a number of medications, Mrs. 
Platt. Maybe we should spend some time today on straightening out 
your medical regimen". 
 "Ya, I need 'em all refilled 'cause I'm out". 
 "Well, that's what I would like to talk about, I'd like to 
change a couple of your medications and probably stop.... ". 
 As soon as she sensed my intentions, she edged forward in 
her chair and her droopy and cozy countenance perked up like the 
quills on a porcupine. I stopped in midsentence because I figured if I 
didn't let her vent immediately she would start firing off spines in my 
direction. (There went the tic, but this time the cat would have been 
flung to the floor in a heap.) 
 "Now you seem like a fine young doctor and I don't mine 
someone as young as you doctorin' on me 'ceptin if you're fixin' to 
fool with somethin' that ain't broke. Every time some new doctor 
tries to go messin' with my pills I end up a hackin' and wheezin' and 
painin'. I ain't had no trouble long as I'm takin' these here pills. Doc-
tor said fer me ta stay on 'em fer good and by my way of thinkin', 
he'd know better what's good fer me and what ain't than someone 
who's jus' laid eyes on me". 
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 She held her fire to allow me a chance to surrender but I 
wasn't backin' down; who's the doctor here anyway? I prepared my 
face to resemble more closely my obvious experience with these 
matters and I stroked my mid-upper lip with a hooked right index 
finger. I silently outlined the first few sentences of my rebuttal: poly-
pharmacy, ahem, ahem, data from recent clinical trials ahem, ahem, 
and so forth, and so on, and furthermore. Her quills began to prick 
up again. I hunched over the chart on my lap and began tapping my 
pen on it like a drum. Who was this old doc anyway and why should 
I refill all these medicines when they're probably not doin' much 
good? Cancer in the bone? Surely she misunderstood him. Why 
would she put so much faith in what this doctor said? How am I sup-
posed to counter the assertions of some ghost authority whose collo-
quial explanations 10 years ago have been transformed by time into 
medical fact?  
 I pushed up my glasses and, rubbing my neck, continued my 
silent debate. I guess they're not really hurtin' any and she's been 
takin' 'em for years. I'm not sure what I would do differently any-
way. 'Spect it wouldn't hurt ta go ahead and fill 'em this time. Hell, 
she made it this far, you can't argue with that; whatever the doctor 
said, she certainly believes whatever she thinks she heard him say. I 
pushed up my glasses and, tapping the chart, I responded diplomati-
cally. 
 "You do seem to be getting along quite well, Mrs. Platt, and 
I certainly don't wanna rock the boat any. Maybe over the next few 
years," I said, pushing up my glasses and rubbing my chin, "if you're 
doing as well as you are now, you won't require quite so many dif-
ferent pills"." How bad's that cancer anyway?" she asked, as I began 
transcribing her numerous prescriptions. 
 "Well, strictly speaking, the problem with your shoulder is 
probably due to degeneration of the joint space from wear and tear. 
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What started out many years ago as a little discomfort and inflamma-
tion of minor severity has mushroomed into a severely damaged 
joint. We can treat your symptoms to some degree but we can't 
really do much to heal the damage incurred over the last 25 years". 
 "They still don't have a cure for cancer, do they, doc?" 
 "Uh, well, not for most cancers, no ma'am". I handed her 
the stack of prescriptions and she thumbed through them methodi-
cally. 
 "You forgot the antibiotic, I usually take ampicillin". 
 "Oh, sorry, that's right, here ya go," I replied lamely. She 
placed the prescriptions neatly in her handbag and left the room. Her 
companion greeted her as she departed and I heard him ask her what 
the doctor said. 
 "Same as the other'n, take the pills, they ain't got no cure. 
Doctor said that cancer in my shoulder's somethin' like a mush-
room.... ". 
 
*Reprinted with permission from Annals of Internal Medicine (1994), 120(2), 80-81. 
 
 
 
Bobby 
Anna Edwards, Class of 2008 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Lafayette 

 
Bobby was an enormous man, weighing in at four hundred 

pounds, and embodied many characteristics of a caring physician.  I 
first met Bobby at the homeless shelter where I would be living and 
working for a few months; he was going to be my “boss.”  I was in-
stantly enamored with his honesty and compassion.  Perhaps he won 
my affection from his irresistible, toothless grin and the sparkle in his 
visionless eyes or perhaps he unknowingly filled the void of my de-
ceased father.   

As days passed, I saw that I was playing a similar role.  His 
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daughter, Shana, is mentally handicapped and will never be brave 
enough to go out into the world to chase her dreams.  Bobby would 
never replace my mild-mannered dad, I would never replace Shana, 
yet we developed such an undeniably father and daughter-like rela-
tionship.   

Whatever it was, we became practically inseparable.  
Bobby had been blind for some years, causing him to eventually lose 
his job, and then his family became homeless.  These three equally 
large individuals lived in their Chevy Nova for a year until they 
found residence in the shelter.  It was not long before Bobby won 
the respect of everyone around him and he became a coordinator at 
the shelter.   

So, for just a few months, this loveable man and I were 
paired together to teach each other about human nature and the 
devastations that people face which lead them to homelessness.  My 
day with Bobby typically began when he would call for me from his 
front porch; I would run to his side like a puppy to escort him to 
the dining room.  I would rush around, bringing him his cereal and 
coffee, and he would update me on the phone calls he received dur-
ing the night or the decisions that he made concerning some of the 
residents at the shelter.  We would then head to the office, attempt-
ing to navigate this huge, blind, boat down a narrow sidewalk.  
Sometimes the sheer absurdity of this routine would send us into 
fits of giggles, while other times I shared in his frustration, and I 
would pray that I might give him my sight.   

The days continued as we directed our attention to the resi-
dents struggling to help them progress towards independence and 
frustrated by their lack thereof.  At first, it seemed insensitive to 
joke and giggle about some of the unique personalities we saw in the 
shelter.   

I learned from Bobby that the best way he could deal with 
the impending heartbreak was to laugh first.  I quickly learned to 
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adopt his philosophy as I watched residents go back into the streets 
and pick up the habits that brought them to the shelter in the first 
place.     

Bobby taught me how to work with the fringes of society 
along with skills that I hope to use with patients.  As long as a doc-
tor has deep compassion for his patients, laughter should be con-
sidered a blessing.  What better way to cope with heartbreak than 
to see the humor of life?  Bobby taught me that laughter allows 
room for compassion rather than closing doors and distancing my-
self to avoid inevitable hurt.   

My work with Bobby soon ended and I headed for a back-
packing trip through Europe.  Before we said our tearful goodbyes, 
Bobby shoved a one hundred dollar bill into my hand and said that 
he wanted me to put it towards my education.  I could not deny his 
extraordinary sacrifice and gesture of love so I vowed to put it to 
good use.   

We talked on the phone a few times but by the time I got 
home, Bobby had died.  I was heartbroken.  So, when I think about 
Bobby, rather than focus on the rather large void he left, I imagine 
that winning toothless smile and his sparkling blind eyes.  And I 
laugh. 
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Helping People Will Always be a Good Thing 
Patrick Ockerse, Class of 2009 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 

 
While thinking about what I wanted to do with my life, 

it crossed my mind that I wanted to help people through medi-
cine.  Like most eager premed students I decided to learn about 
the medical field by volunteering and talking to many different 
physicians.  Each one had their own stories and opinions, and I 
was inspired by most of them and their positive attitudes towards 
healthcare.  There were, however, a few doctors that expressed 
certain dissatisfaction with the medical industry who made     
attempts to dissuade me from applying to medical school.   

Their complaints were very similar involving insurance 
and politics interfering with their practices.  The most common 
comment against the study of medicine was that “it is not what it 
used to be.”  My hope is that these negative opinions were not 
the true feelings of these doctors, but only were representative 
of the immediate frustrations that they were dealing with.      
Regardless, these words were very disheartening. 

A jaded physician is one I hope never to become.  It is a 
wonder to me how someone with such a great opportunity to 
help people, and a great responsibility can ever become jaded.  
Though there are certain aspects in the field of medicine which 
may be considered unpleasant, I believe that these only show us 
where there is need for improvement.  I see these complaints as 
a great opportunity to change those negative aspects of the 
healthcare system.   

I think that with time, one can lose sight of the original 
attractions to the study of medicine.  In a field where compassion 
is one of the most important qualities, becoming jaded can be the  
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greatest of downfalls.  The best advice given to me before decid-
ing to apply to medical school was from a doctor who said, 
“Some people will try to talk you out of becoming a doctor but 
not me.  Helping people will always be a good thing.”  As I enter 
my first year of medical school, I hope that this advice keeps me 
from losing sight of why I chose medicine to study in the first 
place.   
 
 
 
Remembering 
Frances Brahmi, M.A., M.L.S., Curriculum and Education Director, RLML 
Competency Director for Lifelong Learning 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
 
Diagnosed with breast cancer 
during my fourth year of medical school 
almost  a doctor 
learning about healing 
first-hand 
 
will the doctor-turned-patient 
be kinder and wiser 
or will i soon forget 
the person beneath the gown? 
treat her with respect and kindness 
while 
looking at the evidence 
looking into her eyes 
and remembering. 
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Anonymous, Class of 2008 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
 
 “During my last annual gynecological exam my gynecologist 
found a lump in my left breast while performing her clinical 
exam.  As her fingers paused to reexamine the area our conversation 
stopped and my heart sank.  While she reassured me that the likeli-
hood of the lump being cancer was extremely low, in the months 
thereafter fear sometimes overtook reason and the anxiety of not 
knowing was, at moments, overwhelming.  I had follow-up appoint-
ments over the next six months, which included an ultrasound test.  I 
made the decision to see a breast surgeon to have the lump removed 
so it could be examined by a pathologist to determine exactly what 
the lump was.  
      A week before my scheduled surgery, while working my 
summer job at the Methodist emergency department, I shadowed a 
resident as he visited a young female patient.  During his physical 
exam, he found a lump in the woman’s breast that was extremely 
concerning to him. When he told the patient what he had found, she 
informed us that two years ago during a previous exam, her provider 
felt the same lump.  The earlier doctor encouraged her to seek a fol-
low-up, but she admitted that she had not taken his advice in fear of 
discovering it was cancer.  
      At first I hesitated, wondering whether it was appropriate to 
get so personal, especially since I was only a student bystander, but 
then I found myself beginning to speak.  In a conversation lasting less 
than a minute, I told her about my parallel experience, and how the 
fear of not knowing could be consuming.  I told her she owed it to 
herself to know what it was, either to quell her fears or to decide 
upon a plan of attack if necessary.  I hope she takes the resident’s 
advice to follow up with further tests to heart, but I also hope she 
found someone she could relate to in me.” 
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D-5 Half-Normal* 
William Tierney, M.D. 
Professor of Medicine 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
 
 One of the most rewarding aspects of practicing medi-
cine is the degree to which we can peek into the lives of persons 
very different and distant from ourselves, strangers who we 
would never encounter in such a personal way but for our voca-
tion.  At such times, the experience can be intensely meaningful.  
We all have such experiences.  Occasionally, I have tried to cap-
ture the moment on paper… 
 
 The ringing of the telephone in a dark on-call room al-
ways startled me, even far into my internship (after I had 
stopped sleeping with my shoes on).   
 
 “Hello,” I answered dully, my heart pounding. 
 “Dr. Tierney?” 
 “Yeah.” 
 “I have an IV that needs re-starting.” 
 “Who?” 
 “24-B –Bridgewater.” 
 “The quad?” 
 “Yeah.” 
      My heart sank.  Donny Bridgewater had a C6 transaction 
that he acquired in an automobile accident.  His arms were of 
little use except as IV sites for treating his innumerable urinary 
tract infections and decubiti.  Every house officer on campus has 
treated him at some time or another. 
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 “What’s he getting?” 
 “D5 half-normal” 
 Hope!  If he were only getting fluids, perhaps the IV 
could wait until morning! 
 “...and tobramycin.” 
      Groan!  No way out.  “Okay.  I’m coming.”  I kicked off 
my blanket, sat up, and pulled on my shoes.  My roommate 
rolled over. 
 “Bilgewater?”  [I always wondered if the cynical 
housestaff and students even recognized the reference to Huckle-
berry Finn.] 
 “Yeah.” 
 “Good luck.”  He meant it. 
 The walk to the ward was punctuated by yawns.  After 
picking up an IV tray at the nurse’s station, I walked to his room 
and turned on the grossly inadequate light, a single yellowed 
bulb at the head of his bed. 
 “Hi, Donny.  I’m Dr. Tierney.  I’m here to re-start your 
IV.” 
 He glanced up, lanced me with an expression that was a 
mixture of disdain and indifference, then closed his eyes and ig-
nored me.  As I cleaned his atrophic, contracted arm, I noticed a 
wire contraption attached to his hand.  After a few moments, I 
realized that it must hold a pen or pencil.  A look to his bedside 
tray-table revealed the pencil and a sheet of paper covered with 
barely legible scrawl: 
  
 Quiet and Cold   Stone and unyielding 
 Spinning and stark  Whispering orb 
 Old silent stinging  Blinding dark crescent 
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 Metronomes dark  Unending cord 
 Been and begun   Feeling and giving 
 Withered and young  Furrows, dead fields 
 Wisdom unhurried  Order in chaos 
 Refrains but unsung  Taking, she yields   
  
I was shaken.  I could not reconcile his physical incapacity with 
the breadth of his vision and the depth of his feeling.  Of the two 
of us, who was more handicapped?  Whose mobility was more 
limited?  Which one of us was mired in the mud?  Whose numb-
ness was greater?  In a small, dark room amidst terror, hope, and 
pain, his angry spark of defiance and feeling had blinded me in 
my weary performance of routine tasks.  I realized that I was a 
nameless, annoying, meaningless detail in his life. 
 Later, as I sat on my on-call bed and pulled off my shoes, 
my roommate rolled over again. 
 “Get it?” 
 “First stick.” 
 “Lucky.” 
 “Yeah.” 
 
*Reprinted with permission from SGIM Forum (1997), 20(1), 5 &7. 
 
 
Anonymous, Class of 2006 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 
 
 “There was a patient I had while on general surgery who 
had been in the hospital for nine months.  He had a lot of different 
problems.  Part of my job every day was to go and walk this guy 
around.  He had started to get better and had been refusing physical 
therapy.  I was supposed to walk him around the hall and walk him 
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around the room, stuff like that.  It wasn’t a big deal but I just had to 
give him a little motivation.  He and I got to talk and I got to do things 
that nobody else knows about.  I got to talk with him about stuff that 
nobody else knows about and I got to pray with him.   I didn’t share this 
with my team, I didn’t share it with anyone.  It’s the little things like 
that that I get to do with people every once in a while, it’s not all the 
time, just every once in a while, and then I can say, you know, this is 
why I am here.” 

Monica Mann, Class of 2008 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Terre Haute 
 
 “Now that I’ve been exposed to military training by doing the 
Officers Basic Course, I’m much more aware of the impact of being a na-
tion at war for four years now… and how advancements in soldier armor 
and medicine are bringing many of our nations finest back alive.   
 The impact state-side is considerable too. I was able to visit the 
burn ward at Brooke Army Medical Center and see soldiers who left for 
Iraq with the mindset that they’d come back whole or in a box draped with 
Old Glory…and now they’re back and burned beyond recognition from 
explosives, and learning to live with that and take every day of rehab one at 
a time.   
 It’s painful to see, but you can also see the determination in their 
eyes, because many of them want to get back into the fight. These men are 
soldiers and it really gives me a new sense of patriotism, and purpose.  I’ll 
most likely have the opportunity to work with (and on) some of them, and 
get them either back home to the US, or back on the front line defending 
the American way of life.   
 It’s very humbling, but very empowering at the same time.  I 
know that I’ll make a difference in someone’s life, there’s really no getting 
around it.  And then, when I’m back in the US and in a private practice, I’ll 
still know in my heart of hearts that I’ve achieved my own definition of 
success: making a difference, even if it’s just in one life.” 
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Dying Pretty 
Larry Cripe, M.D. 
Associate Professor of Hematology and Oncology 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Indianapolis 

 
 The morning’s first light slowly reveals the disarray on the 
bedside table.  Ed’s glasses rest on the crumpled cellophane next to 
a piece of uneaten cherry pie; a pocket Bible with an orange vinyl 
cover leans against a jaundice yellow emesis basin; the corner of a 
box of tissues protrudes from under a folded newspaper next to 
the phone; and a pitcher of water is set precariously close to the 
edge.   
 The fluorescent light over the sink softly illumes a blue 
polyester suit and a white shirt with a clip-on red tie hanging neatly 
from a hook on the closet door behind me.  Ed’s lifeless body lies 
partially covered with a sheet like a gnarled tree limb that has 
fallen into an irregular drift of snow.  Karla—his first and fourth 
wife—rests her head on the pillow next to his, which is turned 
toward the window.  A single shaft of sunlight cuts across their 
faces. 
 I had pronounced Ed dead several moments before and 
waited with Karla for her daughters to return from the cafeteria.  
Ed’s question from yesterday afternoon as the admitting house  
officer and I examined him, “You didn’t forget my suit did you?  
Show it to the doctors.  Ain’t it something doc?” echoes through 
my mind.  The hospice chaplain had purchased the outfit for 
$19.50 from the Goodwill Store with money donated by the hos-
pice staff.  Call it twenty dollars, I think as I glide my hand across 
the glossy smooth polyester of the lapel, not a bad price for some 
measure of peace for a dying man. 
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 Thirteen weeks ago, I suggested to Ed that we consider hos-
pice care.  The lymphoma had recurred for a fourth time and there 
was no response to the most recent chemotherapy.  It was doubtful 
that he would tolerate or benefit from further therapy.  But Ed had a 
bully’s instinct for ambivalence and he pushed back hard.  Yes, I un-
derstood the news wasn’t good news and his plans hadn’t exactly 
included dying so soon.   
 But life isn’t always what we plan.  Yes, I remembered he 
had read in a pamphlet in my waiting room that his kind of cancer 
was the “curable” kind.  But that doesn’t mean everyone is cured.  
Yes, I was aware of the stories in the newspaper and magazines about 
new treatments for cancer.  But the drugs aren’t approved, the dis-
eases are different, or the results are limited to laboratory experi-
ments.  He stormed out of the examination room.  He could not 
imagine, I suspect, deliberately choosing a plan of care, the stated 
goal of which was improving the quality of remaining life.  “What the 
hell is peaceful about that?” he said as he slammed the door. 
 Eight weeks before his death, Ed sat across from me barely 
making a dent in the cushion of the chair.  The blunted pungency of 
stale tobacco smoke and unwashed clothes mixed with the sharp 
sweetness of alcohol on his breath seemed more substantial.  Ed had 
seen an oncologist in a community practice and received chemother-
apy since our last appointment.  Karla had called my nurse every 
once in awhile.  So I knew of the decision and the complications—
including a week in the hospital—which he experienced.  “No hard 
feelings,” Ed said, as I walked into the examination room. I inquired 
how he was feeling, examined him briefly, and reviewed the most 
recent tests results with him.  “Ed,” I said, “I am not willing to con-
tinue the treatment.  I am happy to care for you, but no more che-
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motherapy.”  Karla—a plump distracted woman with scraggly 
blondish hair and nicotine stained fingertips—rubbed the crude 
ink tattoo on her thick forearm and asked “What’ll happen if he 
don’t take more chemotherapy?” And then an ember of defiance 
flared amongst the ashes of resignation, “But hold on here.  I 
haven’t said I don’t want no more treatment.  I’m thinking.  Doc 
ain’t the only one with an opinion.  Right?” 
 “Absolutely.  But I will not prescribe further chemother-
apy.” 
 “What’ll happen?  How’s it going to be the dying and 
all?” Karla persisted. 
 “Ugly.  Just like I lived.  I imagine it’ll be ugly,” Ed said 
shaking his head. 
 There is no polite way to summarize Ed’s life.  He drank 
heavily from a young age.  Sober or drunk, he had little regard 
for the welfare of wife, children, and family.  He was never gain-
fully employed for longer than several months.  The clinic nurses 
immediately pegged him for an abusive husband and father.  Ed’s 
attempts at charm—he thought himself a character—were 
heavy-handed and unsuccessful.   
 They cared for him generously, but maintained a re-
spectful distance.  And he developed the cowering and poten-
tially menacing demeanor of a stray mongrel around them.  On 
the other hand, our interactions had a casual permissiveness; he 
was, on some level, a character.   
 His stories did capture an entertaining irreverence for 
and indifference to the rather narrow and staid limits of life lived 
more conventionally.  Isn’t that the appeal of dark humor?  
Nonetheless, I agreed with his use of the word ugly. Ed finally 
broke the silence. “I never pegged you for a quitter doc.  What 
good is all that education for if you’re quitting on me?” And I 
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silently agreed that it did feel like I was quitting.  I explained that 
we would focus on how he felt, his symptoms.  I  would not 
hesitate to prescribe medicines to relieve his symptoms and to 
allow him to live as well as possible for as long as possible.  “But 
at some point the lymphoma will progress and your body will 
fail.  We will care for you as your life ends; the goal is a peaceful 
death for you and your family,” I said.  Ed stared at me incredu-
lous. 
 “Alright.  I’m not promising nothing.  I’ll meet with the 
hospice,” Ed said, “And if I sign up I’ll see you each week.  But I 
just might go see my other cancer doctor.  Just being straight 
with you.” I assured Ed that I could work through the hospice 
nurses.  He did not need to burden his family or himself with 
weekly visits.  Honestly, I discouraged Ed because there were no 
tests to interpret, chemotherapy to administer, side effects to 
manage, or further decisions to make.  What would we accom-
plish?  But he insisted and we saw each other weekly until the 
afternoon he was admitted to the hospital for intravenous narcot-
ics and died the following morning.  
 Ed brought a dog-eared manila folder of articles ripped 
from magazines and newspapers to the next visit.  “Let me know 
what you think about this,” he said.  For a while, he began subse-
quent visits by asking, “What did you think?  Anything we can 
try?  Did you know about that?  Did you call anyone about that?”   
 During the visit three weeks before he died, Ed did not 
mention the manila folder. He didn’t want to answer a bunch of 
questions or be poked at.  He wanted to talk; he told Karla to 
wait for him outside.  Ed had concerns.  His sons from his vari-
ous marriages would not visit.  Karla’s daughters were encourag-
ing her to leave him.  They said she did not owe him anymore, 
that he had sucked her dry enough already. Was he going to be  
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alone?  What was his funeral going to be like?  Would anyone 
come?  Maybe it would be better if no one came because he did-
n’t want a bunch of people staring at him all skinny and pale and 
dead. Who would be there to say something nice about him? 
 “There’s things I done that I ought not to have done.  I 
know that,” he said, “but there’s no call for the girls to be this 
way.  Karla and me go way back; lot of water under that bridge,” 
he said. 
 “Ed, have you met the hospice chaplain?” I asked. 
 “He calls asking to come to the house.  Never had much 
use for religion, doc.  Not likely much point in starting this late,” 
he sighed.  Then he began telling stories about his life, none of 
which were pleasant. Ed spoke with an unexpected and un-
adorned directness, his usual air of grievance absent.  In the 
twenty minutes or so—astonished I remained silent—Ed be-
came less diminished and more distinct as a person.  He was 
Ed—weaker, thinner, and less confrontational; he was not a 
character. 
 “Ed a chaplain is better able to …”, I began to say as we 
left the room together.  
 “You’re doing just fine doc.  See you next week.” 
 We met twice more in my office. The manila folder was 
never mentioned; he, Karla and I discussed his decline and what 
to expect.  
 I did share our conversation with the chaplain.  I know 
he and Ed met several times before Ed died. I do not know what 
Ed spoke about with the chaplain.  Was there contrition?  Was 
there forgiveness?  I saw no evidence of reconciliation with his 
sons or Karla’s daughters.  I do know this: Ed confided to the  
chaplain that it bothered him greatly that he did not own a de-
cent suit to be buried in.  The chaplain collected donations from 
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the hospice staff and bought a suit.  It hung in Ed’s room at 
home, in plain view, until the night Karla brought it to the hospi-
tal with him. 
 When I first met Ed several years ago he was quite ill. As 
we discussed the diagnosis, the proposed treatment, and the pos-
sible outcomes with treatment, I said, “The goal is to cure the 
disease.” 
 “I like that just fine,” he said barely able to speak. 
 “But I cannot guarantee that.  The disease may not re-
spond, or you may not tolerate the side effects.” 
 “I’m tougher than I look,” Ed replied, “You do your best 
and I’ll be just fine.” 
 The initial response to treatment was nothing short of 
miraculous.  The massive swelling in his lymph nodes and abdo-
men subsided and he gained weight.  There were no complica-
tions of therapy. And then, after a few years, the disease re-
curred. The response to subsequent treatments was less definite 
and the toll of treatment greater; Ed rarely felt well.  Nonethe-
less, it must have been, on some level, inconceivable to him that 
he would die based upon his initial experience and the informa-
tion about medical advances he read in the lay press and patient 
advocacy publications.  I am (fairly) certain Ed would have 
agreed to receive chemotherapy—had my opinion changed—
even the day he was admitted. Perhaps he initially returned 
weekly in hopes of changing my mind.  
 Whatever his reasons, it occurs to me, as I watch Karla 
smooth the hair back from his ashen face, that Ed's weekly visits 
were a gift.  I am disappointed how frequently I find myself ad-
vising the individuals for whom I care to forgo further chemo-
therapy, to focus on the quality of the life remaining.  I believe 
that the only way Ed could convince himself that I was not quit-
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ting, when I refused to prescribe further chemotherapy, was by seeing 
me weekly. And that taught me something about not quitting. Not quit-
ting, especially as life ends, is to remain present and to witness—perhaps 
to foster—the discovery of the so-called little things that matter most. 
 There was one final gift.  Last night, as I was preparing to leave 
his hospital room, Ed beckoned me to lean my ear close to his mouth—
with  a final imperious gesture—and whispered, “Ain't it something doc?  
I'm dying pretty.” 

Chandler Summer 
Jennifer Wagner, Class of 2008 
Indiana University School of Medicine-Northwest 
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